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Abstract 
 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) technology has now been established 
as a reliable network that provides communication between vehicles aiming to 
provide efficient and safe transportation. The applications devised for VANETs can 
be divided into the following three service categories: Safety Services, Traffic 
Management and User-Oriented Services. Among these services, safety services 
usually require bounded transmission delays as well as low access delays. For this 
reason, an efficient transmission slot management is very crucial for medium access 
control (MAC) protocols in VANETs. Additionally, VANETs, which have very 
dynamic topology, are very much prone to allocating a time slot in overlapping areas. 
In this case, two types of collisions may occur: access collision between vehicles 
trying to access the same available time slots, and merging collisions between 
vehicles using the same time slots. 

In this thesis, three new TDMA based MAC protocols are presented for V2I 
(Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) communication, to ensure fairness and reusability of 
TDMA slots in the control channel (CCH) of road traffic networks. By maintaining a 
balanced waiting time, the proposed TDMA based scheduling protocols allocate 
CCH's TDMA slots to the vehicles uniformly and continuously monitor the network 
for free slots. Presented protocols ensure reusability of free slots by using “capture 
effect” and “time slot reassignment” mechanisms. The proposed scheme uses 
strategies to avoid one-hop neighboring collision for boundary vehicles and to 
minimize merging collision for vehicles that will be passing over a RSU's 
broadcasting area and entering another RSU’s broadcasting area in the middle of a 
frame. These protocols also improved quality of service (QoS) of CCH traffic. We 
have ensured fairness on slot distribution by providing each vehicle almost equal 
number of slots in initial distribution and by providing balanced waiting time for 
participating vehicles. As all the data on control channel have unique priorities, we 
have proved QoS enhancement by comparing results using parameters such as 
throughput, average delay, data loss ratio and number of collisions. We have verified 
our proposed protocols by simulation in OMNeT++. Simulation results show that the 
proposed protocols outperform the conventional systems in terms of successfully 
transmitted data packets, throughput, average delay, data loss ratio and number of 
collisions. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction 

 

1.1 Overview 
 

Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) technology has now been established 

as reliable networks that vehicles use for communication purpose on highways or 

urban environments [1,2,3,4]. In several countries, VANET has helped to improve 

traffic safety and efficiency [4]. By using VANET, vehicles disseminate different 

emergency messages and infotainment services to make driving more comfortable 

and safer. VANETs comprise two main modes of communication: vehicle to 

infrastructure (V2I) and vehicle to vehicle (V2V). The former is for communication 

between the on-board units (OBUs) on vehicles and an infrastructure, through road 

side units (RSUs); the latter is between vehicles that connect through OBUs. OBUs 

are network nodes mounted to vehicles and therefore inherently mobile and wireless. 

RSUs are stationary network nodes and are usually mounted in an elevated position 

on existing transportation infrastructure, such as traffic lights, street lights, and road 

signs. RSUs provide a wireless link to vehicles and a wireless, or wired link to the 

infrastructure. The application of a VANET scenario is depicted in Fig. 1.1 below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: A typical VANET scenario 
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The relevance of VANET has been confirmed by the development of a 

specific IEEE standard, 802.11p, to support VANETs. The United States Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) has allocated 75-MHz radio spectrum in the 5.9-

GHz band for Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) to be exclusively 

used by V2V and V2I communications. Subsequently, Europe and Japan also 

allocated spectrum for DSRC [4]. The DSRC frequency band specification in 

Europe, North America and Japan is depicted in Fig. 1.2. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2: DSRC frequency band specifications in Europe, North America and 

Japan [4] 

 

Many projects, programs, architectures and protocols have been developed 

for VANETs. Some of those are IntelliDrive(sm)/ VII (Vehicle Infrastructure 

Integration), VSC (Vehicle Safety Communications), CICAS (Cooperative 
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Intersection Collision Avoidance System), SafeTrip21 (Safe and Efficient Travel 

through Innovation and Partnership for the 21st century), PATH (California Partners 

for Advanced Transit and Highways), V2V communication for safety, ETC 

(Electronic Toll Collection), ASV (Advanced Safety Vehicle) programme, 

COMeSafety (ITS-Safety 2010: Public-Private Cooperations program, 

Communications for eSafety), SAFESPOT (Smart Vehicles on Smart Roads), CVIS 

(Cooperative Vehicle-Infrastructure Systems), NoW (Network on Wheels), 

SEVECOM (Secure Vehicular Communication), C & D (Connect & Drive), 

COOPERS (COOPerative SystEMS for Intelligent Road Safety), GeoNET 

(Geographic addressing and routing for vehicular communications), PREDRIVE 

C2X (Preparation for driving implementation and evaluation of C2X communication 

technology), ROSATTE (Road Safety attributes exchange infrastructure in Europe), 

PRECIOSA (Privacy enabled capability in co-operative systems and safety 

applications), iTETRIS (An Integrated Wireless and Traffic Platform for Real-Time 

Road Traffic Management Solutions) and AdaptIVe (Automated Driving 

Applications & Technologies for Intelligent Vehicles) [4, 5]. 

 

1.2 Characteristics of VANET 
 

Initially, VANET was considered as a class of Mobile Ad-hoc Network 

(MANET) but they have a number of specific characteristics that make many 

solutions for general MANETs unsuitable for VANETs. By 2015, the term VANET 

became mostly synonymous with the more generic term inter-vehicle communication 

(IVC) and developed into a field of research of its own. Some of the VANET 

characteristics that make their quantitative and qualitative analysis particularly 

critical are: 

i. Number of Nodes: The node density of a VANET can vary 

significantly; it can be small as in rural areas or large as during rush 

hour in a large city. It is important to have a MAC protocol that can deal 

with both cases. The main challenge in rural areas is network 

disconnection, while scalability is the main challenge in high-density 

areas. 
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ii. High Node Mobility: Nodes in a VANET can move at very high 

speeds (160 km/h), which might lead to frequent disconnection among 

nodes. If one node is moving at a very high speed (140 km/h) and 

connected to a node that is moving at a very low speed (30 km/h), the 

lifetime of the link will be short. 

iii. Predictable Network Topology: The movement of nodes in a VANET 

is somewhat predictable because node movement is constrained by the 

road topology. 

iv. Frequently Changing Network Topology: Due to high node mobility, 

the network topology in a VANET changes very frequently. It is 

important to have a MAC protocol that can adapt to frequent changes in 

the topology in a seamless way. 

v. Availability of Location Information: Location information can be 

provided by having a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver on 

board. Having such information for communications not only can 

reduce delivery latency of message dissemination but can increase 

system throughput. 

vi. Infrastructure Support: Unlike most MANETs, VANETs can take 

advantage of infrastructure on the roads. This could enhance the 

performance of VANET MAC protocols. 

vii. No Power Limitation: Unlike MANET, nodes in VANET have no 

energy limit. They depend on a good power supply, e.g., vehicle 

battery. This allows nodes to have better computation resources. 

viii. Different QoS Requirement: There are three main types of services 

required by VANETs such as Real-time applications including services 

related to road safety, traffic management applications and user-

oriented applications, e.g., infotainment. These applications vary 

significantly in their QoS requirements. Real-time applications require 

guaranteed access to the channel and have strict requirements regarding 

end to end delay and packet loss ratio. Infotainment applications have 

stringent requirements on transmission rates. Due to the wide variety of 
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VANET applications, MAC protocols need to be able to support a wide 

range of QoS requirements. 

 

 These special characteristics make them different from MANETs and 

represent a challenge for the design of low-access delay, high throughput, and 

scalable and robust MAC protocols.  

 

1.3 Technical Challenges in VANET MAC Protocol 
Design 

 
The first aim of MAC protocols for VANETs is to ensure time for each 

vehicle to send messages without collisions [2]. TDMA is a method that can be used 

to assign one-time slot to each active vehicle. The reason why TDMA is chosen is 

discussed in detail in Chapter 2. The challenges of MAC solution in VANETs 

focusing particularly on the TDMA techniques are: 

i. Access collision: Access collision occurs when two or more vehicles 

within the same two-hop neighborhood set attempt to access the same 

available time slot. This problem is likely to happen when a scheme way 

is used to allow the vehicle to reserve a time slot. 

ii. Merging collision: Merging collision is a basic problem for mobile ad-

hoc networks; this problem occurs when two vehicles in different two-

hop sets using the same time slot become members of the same two-hop 

set due to their mobility. For example, in Fig. 1.3, if vehicle x moves to 

two hop set 2 (THS2) and if x is using the same time slot as z, then 

collision will occur at y. Upon detection of a merging collision on 

channel c0, each colliding node should release its time slot and acquire a 

new one, which may generate more access collisions. Generally, in 

VANET, merging collisions are likely to occur in the following cases: 

• Vehicles moving with different speeds, 

• Vehicles moving in opposite directions, 

• There is an RSU installed along the road. 
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Fig. 1.3: Merging collision 
 

iii. One-hop neighboring collision: One-hop neighboring collision (OH-

Collision) occurs when a time slot is used by two neighboring vehicles 

belonging to neighboring clusters. Fig. 1.4 shows an example of an OH-

collision when vehicle C in cluster 1 and vehicle D in cluster 2 is using 

the same time slot. Since C and D are within transmission range of 

vehicle B, a collision will occur at vehicle B. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.4: One-hop neighboring collision (OH-Collision) 
 

iv. Hidden node collision: Hidden node collision (HN-Collision) occurs 

when two vehicles are in range to communicate with another node, but 

not within range of each other. Fig. 1.5 shows an example of an HN-

collision where vehicle B in cluster 1 and vehicle D in cluster 2 are using 

the same time slot. Since these two vehicles are outside transmission 

range of each other, a collision will occur at vehicle C of cluster 1. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1.5: Hidden node collision (HN-Collision) 
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1.4 Research Aims 
 
  As VANET has unique characteristics of high node mobility, dynamic 

topology changes and strict delay constraints, an efficient slot management is very 

crucial to ensure fairness as well as reusability of unused slots in its CCH. 

Furthermore, for TDMA based MAC protocols, two types of collisions may occur in 

VANET's network frequently, access collision between vehicles trying to access the 

same available time slots, and merging collisions between vehicles using the same 

time slots. To address these issues, various protocols have been proposed. TC-MAC 

[16] was designed to remove collisions and provide fairness for simple highway 

traffic in which all the vehicles are moving in the same direction. However, in 

bidirectional traffic and urban scenarios, it suffers high data loss due to the likelihood 

of merging collision. VeMAC [7] was proposed to overcome access and merging 

collision; but, it is burdened with the size of the transmission control frame and 

cannot ensure reusability of an unused slot. In order to ensure fairness and avoid 

interference between adjacent segments, ACFM [18] requires two orthogonal 

frequencies with additional hardware to guarantee that the same frequency has not 

been used for a distance of two hops. PTMAC [10] was designed to overcome 

merging collision but it assigns TDMA slots on a contention based approach and 

cannot ensure fairness. Some researchers worked on collision issues and some 

worked on fairness but a comprehensive protocol to ensure fairness, overcome 

collisions and assure reallocation of unused slots is still missing. 

  The lack of a comprehensive MAC protocol for VANET to ensure fairness in 

TDMA slot distribution and reallocation of unused slots are the major motivation of 

our thesis work. Other aspects that have motivated us towards the design of new 

MACs are as follows: 

i. Assurance of balanced waiting time for vehicles. 

ii. Removal of one-hop neighboring collision for boundary vehicles. 

iii. Minimization of merging collision for vehicles that passing over a RSU's 

broadcasting area and entering another RSU’s broadcasting area in the 

middle of a frame. 
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  The goal of this research work is to present new MAC protocols for the 

vehicular ad-hoc networks that ensure fairness and reassignment of TDMA slots by 

minimizing or removing access and merging collision. To meet the goal, the 

following aims have been identified: 

i. Design a scheme that allocates TDMA slots to vehicles by maintaining a 

balanced waiting time and make certain that no slot remains unassigned 

during initial distribution. The scheme will use strategies to avoid one-

hop neighboring collision for boundary vehicles and to minimize 

merging collision for vehicles that passing over a RSU's broadcasting 

area and entering another RSU’s broadcasting area in the middle of a 

frame. 

ii. Design a dynamic reallocation algorithm that can identify and reallocate 

unused slots which may take place due to vehicle's early completion of 

data transmission, passing over RSU’s broadcasting area, detection of 

the safety message that is already broadcasted, etc. 

iii. Verify the proposed scheme using simulation and compare the 

performance of the proposed scheme with existing works. 

 
1.5 Contribution of the Thesis 
 

i. A set of MAC protocols are proposed with processes and states such as 

initialization, registration, network monitoring and data transmission are 

defined for vehicles and RSUs.  

ii. A set of algorithms and methods are defined for network initiation in 

initialization state, balanced TDMA slot distribution in registration state, 

identification and dynamic reassignment of unused slots in network 

monitoring state, and data transmission in transmission state. 

iii. The finalized protocols are implemented by using VEINS framework 

[24] of OMNET++ network simulator [25]. 

iv. A set of realistic road traffic scenarios are generated using SUMO urban 

mobility traffic simulator tool [26] to check and verify implementation of 

proposed protocol. 
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v. Finally a comparison between existing and newly proposed protocols are 

depicted in terms of number of successfully transmitted data packet, 

average delay, data loss ratio and number of collisions. 

 

1.6 Outline of the Thesis 
 
 The rest of the thesis is organized as follow: 

 Chapter 2 provides an insight of the related works with explanation why 

TDMA is chosen as the basis for the design of our protocols. This chapter is regarded 

as a starting point for understanding the subject matter.  

 Chapter 3 includes details description regarding our proposed protocols and 

their working strategies. 

 Chapter 4 presents details of simulation environment and performance result 

of the proposed protocols. Here, comparisons of the protocols were presented in 

terms of successfully transmitted data packets, throughput, average delay, data loss 

ratio and number of collisions. 

 Chapter 5 concludes this thesis. A recommendation for future research is 

presented in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
Related Research Work 

 

2.1 Why TDMA is Chosen 
 

VANET has unique characteristics of high node mobility, dynamic topology 

changes and strict delay constraints. The applications devised for VANETs can be 

divided into the following three services: Safety Services, Traffic Management and 

User-Oriented Services [1]. Among these services, safety services have special 

requirements in terms of quality of service. In fact, bounded transmission delays as 

well as low access delays are mandatory in order to offer the highest possible level of 

safety. At the same time, user-oriented services need a broad bandwidth. Medium 

Access Control (MAC) can play an important role in satisfying these requirements. 

Generally, MAC protocols fall into one of two broad categories: contention based 

and contention-free.  

In contention based protocols, each node can try to access the channel when it 

has data to transmit using the carrier sensing mechanism. Several neighboring nodes 

can sense a free channel, and so decide to access and transmit their data at the same 

time, which generates collisions at the destination nodes. Contention free MAC 

protocols try to avoid this by assigning access to the channel to only one node in a 

neighborhood at any given time. Contention based protocols do not require any 

predefined schedule, each node will compete for channel access when it needs to 

transmit, without any guarantee of success. For real-time applications, this may cause 

problems such as packet loss, or large access delay. On the other hand, contention 

free protocols can provide bounded-delays for real-time applications, but require the 

periodic exchange of control messages to maintain the schedule table and require 

time synchronization between all the nodes in the network. 

The IEEE 802.11p, which is the emerging standard deployed to enable 

vehicular communication, is a contention based MAC protocol, using a priority 

based access scheme that employs both Enhanced Distributed Channel Access 

(EDCA) and Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) 
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mechanisms. Due to contention based approach, the IEEE 802.11p standard does not 

provide a reliable broadcast mechanism with bounded communication delay. This 

disadvantage is significant in VANETs which are specially designed to improve road 

safety. Since safety applications of vehicular communication have stringent 

reliability and delay requirements, giving each vehicle the time to send safety 

messages without interfering with other vehicles is required. 

A great deal of research work is being carried out on contention free MAC 

protocols for VANETs. These protocols help avoid the disadvantages of the IEEE 

802.11p standard by eliminating the need for a vehicle to listen to the channel before 

it starts its transmission and by reducing the time to access the channel when node 

density is high. The contention free MAC protocols proposed in the literature for 

inter-vehicle communications include Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA), 

Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), and Time Division Multiple Access 

(TDMA). These protocols solve the collision problem in the IEEE 802.11p standard 

by assigning respectively a unique frequency band, code sequence or time slot to 

each vehicle in a given channel contention area. Therefore, these protocols are 

suitable for VANET safety applications in terms of access delay and collision rate. 

FDMA based MAC protocols require synchronization of the transmitter and 

the receiver at the same channel frequency. Hence, a frequency synchronization 

mechanism is necessary to match the frequency of the communicating vehicles to 

each other. These synchronization algorithms usually require creating a dedicated 

control channel frequency which will be used by the vehicles to negotiate 

frequencies by exchanging control messages. This makes the FDMA mechanism 

very complex and adds a high communication overhead.  

Unlike FDMA, the CDMA scheme uses the same channel frequency which is 

shared between different vehicles by assigning unique code sequences. At the 

beginning of each communication, the sender and receiver must agree on the code to 

use in a way that reduces the risk of collision as much as possible. A CDMA code 

assignment algorithm is therefore required to negotiate and allocate codes for every 

communication, which means that the CDMA scheme has a significant overhead and 

an increased transmission delay. 
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TDMA based MAC protocols divide time into slots and only one vehicle can 

access the channel at each time slot. In TDMA all the vehicles use the same 

frequency channel without any code sequence but at a different time. This means that 

the transmitter and the receiver have to be frequency synchronized. In contrast to the 

FDMA scheme, which can suffer from interference between vehicles using the same 

frequency band and start transmitting at the same time, the TDMA technique ensures 

that they will not experience interference from other simultaneous transmissions. 

Moreover, TDMA can efficiently support I2V communication, as fixed RSUs can be 

used to create and manage the TDMA slot reservation schedule. Another important 

feature of the TDMA scheme is that it allows a different number of time slots to be 

allocated to different vehicles by concatenating or rescheduling time slots based on 

access priority. The concept of TDMA is shown in Fig. 2.1 below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: The concept of TDMA 

 

However, for TDMA, an efficient slot management is very crucial to ensure 

fairness and reusability of unused slots. A comparison between contention-based 

MAC protocols and TDMA-based MAC protocols in high load condition is shown in 

Table 2.1. Several protocols have been proposed in VANETs using TDMA to 

provide fairness and reduce interference among vehicles. A brief classification and 

summary of these protocols are provided in the following sections. 
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Table 2.1 

Comparison of contention-based and TDMA-based MAC protocols in high load 

conditions 

 Channel 

utilization  

Collision 

rate  

Throughput  Access 

delay  

Fairness  Packet 

loss 

Contention-

based 

medium 

access 

protocols 

(CSMA/CA) 

Inefficient High Medium Unbounded No High 

Contention-

free medium 

access 

protocols 

(TDMA) 

Efficient Low High Bounded Yes Low 

 

2.2 Classification of TDMA Based MAC Protocols 
 

In VANET, nodes usually moves fast at different speeds, so the topology 

changes frequently. To categorize these changes, VANET topologies are generally 

classified in terms control hierarchy. In a centralized case, a base station (e.g., RSU) 

controls or manages all the vehicles in the network, whereas in a clustered topology 

one vehicle in each cluster is elected to act as a local central control entity of the 

group. In a fully distributed VANET, the centralized control notion is absent and all 

the nodes can be both nodes and routers. According to the categorization of VANET 

topologies, the protocols associated can also be classified as: 

 

i. Protocols operating on a fully distributed topology: These protocols 

coordinate channel access in a distributed way. They assume that each 

vehicle only needs to communicate with its one-hop neighbors in order 

to access the channel. 
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ii. Protocols operating on a cluster-based topology: This category of 

protocols assumes that one vehicle in each group is elected to act as a 

local channel access coordinator. 

iii. Protocols operating on a centralized topology: These protocols 

assume that there are central points (RSUs) which are used to 

coordinate channel access for the vehicles in their coverage area. 

 

 Comparison among these protocols are provided in Table 2.2 and brief 

descriptions of some of them are provided in following sections.  

 

Table 2.2 

Comparison of different categories of TDMA-based MAC protocols [1] 

 
Fully distributed 

topology 

Cluster-based 

topology 

Centralized 

topology 

Complexity High Medium Low 

Cost Low Low High 

Overhead High Medium Low 

Generic Yes No No 

 

 

2.3 TDMA Based MAC Protocols in Fully 
Distributed Topology 

 
As examples of TDMA based MAC protocols in fully distributed VANET in 

this section, Dedicated Multi-channel MAC with Adaptive Broadcasting (DMMAC), 

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks MAC (VeMAC), Near Collision Free Reservation 

based MAC (CFR MAC), Hybrid Efficient and Reliable MAC (HER-MAC), 

Prediction-based TDMA MAC (PTMAC) for Vehicular Ad hoc Networks and 

Vehicular Self-Organized MAC (VeSOMAC) are briefly described. 
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2.3.1 Dedicated Multi-channel MAC with Adaptive 
Broadcasting (DMMAC) 
 
Lu et al. [6] proposed a dedicated multichannel MAC protocol design for 

VANET with adaptive broadcasting (DMMAC). DMMAC is designed for VANETs 

to support an adaptive broadcasting mechanism which provides collision-free and 

delay-bounded transmissions for safety applications under various traffic conditions. 

The DMMAC architecture (as shown in Figure 2.2) is similar to IEEE 802.11p with 

the difference that, the Control Channel (CCH) Interval is divided into an Adaptive 

Broadcast Frame (ABF) and a Contention based Reservation Period (CRP). The ABF 

period consists of time slots and each time slot is dynamically reserved by a vehicle 

as its Basic Channel (BCH) for collision-free delivery of safety messages or other 

control messages. The CRP uses CSMA/CA as its channel access scheme. During 

the CRP, vehicles negotiate and reserve the resources on Service Channels (SCHs) 

for non-safety applications. The length of the ABF frame is not uniform over the 

entire network. Each vehicle dynamically adjusts its ABF length according to its 

neighbors. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2: Architecture of DMMAC 

 

DMMAC was limited only to the case of a straight road scenario with a 

number of slots that was significantly smaller than the maximum number of vehicles 

in network. It did not defined highway scenarios where the vehicles are moving in 
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opposite directions and under different traffic conditions. This diversity can degrade 

performance by causing access collisions and merging collisions. 

 

2.3.2 Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks MAC (VeMAC) 
 
Omar et al. [7] proposed a multichannel MAC protocol for VANETs, called 

VeMAC, to reduce interference between vehicles and reduce transmission collisions 

caused by vehicle mobility. In VeMAC, vehicles in both directions and RSUs are 

assigned to timeslots in the same TDMA time frame. VeMAC assumes that there are 

two transceivers on each vehicle and that all vehicles are time-synchronized using 

GPS. The first transceiver is assigned to the control channel, while the second 

transceiver is assigned to the service channels. Vehicles will use the control channel 

to transmit two types of messages: high-priority messages (such as safety messages) 

and control messages for slot assignment. Since VeMAC considers vehicles in 

opposite directions, vehicles are said to be traveling in either the right (R) or left (L) 

direction. With the information provided by GPS, vehicles can determine their 

direction; if a vehicle is moving from west to east (north to south), it is in the right 

direction (R) and opposite vehicles are in the left direction (L), as shown in Fig. 2.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3: Vehicles directions in VeMAC 
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The time frame in VeMAC is divided into three different slots sets, L, R, and 

F, as shown in Fig. 2.4. Vehicles in the right direction (R) will be assigned to 

timeslots in the time frame from the R slot set; vehicles in the left direction (L) will 

be assigned to timeslots from the L slot set, and RSUs will use slots in the F slot set. 

In VeMAC, each vehicle is guaranteed to access the control channel once per frame. 

Also, vehicles have equal opportunities to announce for services provided on the 

service channels. To avoid the hidden terminal problem, each vehicle in VeMAC 

includes in the header of each packet transmitted on the CCH the following 

information: the timeslots used by the vehicle on the SCH, the timeslot used by each 

neighboring vehicle on the CCH, the timeslots used by each neighboring vehicle on 

the SCH and the position and the current direction of the vehicle. As a result, the 

overhead of the VeMAC protocol on the control channel is considerable due to the 

size of the control frame transmitted on the CCH. In a highway environment where 

the number of vehicles in each direction is not equal, the size of the slots sets also 

needs to be adjusted according to vehicle density. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4: TDMA time frame in VeMAC shows L, R, and F sets [7] 

 

2.3.3 Near Collision Free Reservation based MAC (CFR-
MAC) 

 
  Zou et al. [8] proposed a near collision free reservation based MAC protocol 

for VANETs. The scheduling mechanism of CFR-MAC is based on the VeMAC 

protocol which takes into consideration the traffic flow and the relative speeds of 

each vehicle. Each frame is divided into two sets of time slots, Left and Right, which 

are assigned to vehicles that are moving to the left and right. However, the merging 

collision problem can occur in VANETs when vehicles are moving at different 

speeds. Therefore, in order to solve this problem, each slot set is further divided into 
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three subsets associated to three speed intervals: High, Medium and Low as shown in 

Fig. 2.5. The CFR-MAC protocol dynamically adjusts the number of time slots 

reserved for each direction and speed level. The simulation results showed that CFR-

MAC significantly reduces the access delay and the collision rate compared with to 

VeMAC and IEEE 802.11p. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5: Partitioning of frame in subset on CFR-MAC [8] 

 

2.3.4 Hybrid Efficient and Reliable MAC (HER-MAC) for 
Vehicular Ad hoc Networks 

 
Dang et al. [9] developed and evaluated a Hybrid Efficient and Reliable MAC 

for Vehicular Ad hoc Networks, called HER-MAC, which is similar to the DMMAC 

protocol. The architecture and the operation of HER-MAC are similar to DMMAC, 

differing in that the CRP period is used by a vehicle to reserve a time slot during the 

ABF period or to exchange a 3-way WSA/RFS (WAVE Service 

Announcement/Request for Service) handshake. In fact, if a vehicle wishes to 

exchange non-safety messages, it has to broadcast the WSA during the CRP period 

to reserve a time slot on a certain SCH. Then, when a vehicle decides to use the 

service, it sends the RFS to the service provider which will confirm it with an ACK 

message. On receiving the ACK packet, the vehicles can start exchanging non-safety 

messages without any risk of collisions with messages from their neighboring 

vehicles. Since each vehicle has to periodically broadcast a hello message containing 

information about the status of its one-hop neighbors time slots, a high level of 
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coordination and overhead are required by the HER-MAC protocol to initiate the 3-

way WSA/RFS handshake. 

 

2.3.5 Prediction-based TDMA MAC (PTMAC) 
 

Jiang et al. [10] proposed PTMAC, a prediction based TDMA MAC protocol 

for reducing packet collisions in VANET. This protocol predicts encounter collisions 

and effectively reduces the number of collisions while maintaining high slot 

utilization. PTMAC works on three steps: potential collision detection, potential 

collision prediction and potential collision elimination. Here, immediate vehicles 

within a two-hop neighborhood detects a potential collision if two vehicles occupies 

the same slot and the protocol removes the collision by asking one of them to change 

its current slot. In Fig. 2.6 and 2.7, two example scenarios are displayed where 

potential collisions detected among vehicles at the same direction and opposite 

directions respectively. In both cases, vehicles A and B are currently out of two-hop 

range but within three-hop range. They are occupying the same slots i but they 

cannot find this potential collision by themselves. Instead, the intermediate vehicles 

X and Y have the slot information about both A and B, so they are able to detect this 

potential collision between A and B.  

 
Fig. 2.6: Potential collision detection for same direction in PTMAC 

 
         Fig. 2.7: Potential collision detection for opposite direction in PTMAC 
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 As PTMAC makes TDMA slot assignment on a contention based approach, it 

can't ensure fairness. 

 

2.3.6 Vehicular Self-Organized MAC (VeSOMAC) 
 

Yu et al. [11] proposed Vehicular Self-Organized MAC (VeSOMAC), a 

MAC protocol for inter-vehicular wireless networking using DSRC. VeSOMAC is a 

self-configuring TDMA slot reservation protocol capable of inter-vehicle message 

delivery with short and deterministic delay bounds. To achieve the shortest delay, 

vehicles determine their TDMA timeslot based on their location and movement on 

the road. Also, the TDMA slot assignment is designed to be in the same sequential 

order with respect to the vehicles’ physical location. As shown in Fig. 2.8, if vehicle 

1 detects an emergency event that needs to be disseminated to other vehicles behind 

it, the message will go from vehicle 1 to vehicle 5 through vehicles 2–4, assuming 

that each vehicle is in range of only one vehicle ahead and one vehicle behind. Also 

there is an assumption that as soon as the message is transmitted, it can be sent by the 

next vehicle without processing or propagation delay. To achieve faster message 

delivery, VeSOMAC uses an ordering constraint where the vehicle ahead will be 

assigned to an earlier timeslot than the vehicle behind it in the platoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8: A highway scenario of VeSOMAC 

 

In this protocol, the process of assigning timeslots is done without using 

infrastructure or virtual schedulers such as a leader vehicle. However, the assumption 

of forwarding messages without processing time or propagation delay is unrealistic. 
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It shows that if the message needs to be delivered from the tail to the head of the 

platoon, it will need a time frame for each hop. 

 

2.4 TDMA Based MAC Protocols in Cluster Based 
Topology 

 
As examples of TDMA based MAC protocols in cluster based topology in 

this section, AD HOC Medium Access Control (ADHOC MAC), Cluster Based 

Medium Access Control Protocol (CBMAC), Clustering-Based Multichannel MAC 

(CBMMAC), TDMA Cluster-based MAC (TC-MAC) and Cooperative ADHOC 

MAC (CAH-MAC) for Vehicular Networks are briefly described. 

 

2.4.1 AD HOC Medium Access Control (ADHOC MAC) 
 

  Borgonovo et al. [12] proposed ADHOC MAC, a new MAC architecture for 

ad hoc networks providing efficient and reliable point-to-point and broadcast 

services. ADHOC MAC is a MAC architecture where the vehicles are grouped into a 

set of clusters with no cluster head; each cluster contains a restricted number of 

vehicles that are one-hop away. It implements a dynamic TDMA mechanism that is 

able to provide prompt access based on distributed access technique, R-ALOHA, 

where the time is divided into frames and each frame is divided into N slots. Each 

vehicle can access the channel at least once in each frame by randomly selecting a 

time slot as its BCH. Here, to resolve the hidden node problem, each vehicle 

broadcasts an additional frame to its two-hop neighborhood called the Frame 

Information (FI). The FI consists of a vector with N entries specifying the status 

(BUSY or FREE) of each of the preceding N slots, as observed by the vehicle itself. 

An example of frame information propagated by terminal 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 in one 

hop cluster A, B and C is shown in Fig. 2.9. In ADHOC MAC, each vehicle can 

access the channel if and only if N is larger than the maximum number of terminals 

M in any two-hop neighborhood. If M = N, the acquisition of an available slot by 

each vehicle is more contentious and takes a long time. 
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Fig. 2.9: Sample one hop frame information of ADHOC MAC 

   

2.4.2 Cluster Based Medium Access Control Protocol 
(CBMAC) 
 

  Gunter et al. [13] proposed cluster-based medium access scheme for 

VANETs, CBMAC, in which the cluster head for each cluster is responsible for 

assigning bandwidth to the members of its cluster. The main goals of this approach 

are to reduce the hidden node problem and provide a fair medium access. In 

CBMAC, the access time is divided into time slots which are grouped into time-

frames. The TDMA frame structure employed by CBMAC is shown in Fig. 2.10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10: TDMA frame structure of CBMAC 
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Here, the first slot is always used by the cluster head CH to periodically 

broadcast a HELLO message (CH-HELLO) to its cluster members in order to 

indicate the start of a frame, while the second slot is used by the CH to announce a 

control message which is a vector specifying the status of each slot and the identifier 

of the vehicle that is allowed to transmit in that slot. During the data link phase, each 

vehicle can use its slot to send data messages. In this phase, the vehicles can also 

send their information to any one-hop neighbor. Finally, during the random access 

phase, when a vehicle needs to access the network, it sends a reservation request for 

a periodic time slot to the cluster head CH. Each cluster head can dynamically adjust 

the length of the random access phase according to the number of its cluster 

members. In order to reduce inter-cluster interference, CBMAC contains a spatial 

reuse algorithm in which the neighboring cluster heads exchange their super-frame 

structures via gateway vehicles to determine which vehicles can use the same 

channel in the same time slots. CBMAC uses a single channel protocol, and thus it is 

not suitable for DSRC architecture. The spatial reuse concept is not clear and this 

protocol was only evaluated for vehicle to vehicle communications with a single hop 

and does not cover communication between vehicles and RSUs. In addition, the 

merging collision problem is not handled, which could make CBMAC unsuitable for 

scenarios in which the vehicles are moving in opposite directions. 

 

2.4.3 Clustering-Based Multichannel MAC (CBMMAC) 
 
 Su et al. [14, 15] proposed cluster-based multi-channel communications 

protocols in vehicle ad hoc networks called CBMMAC to support both traffic safety 

applications and a wide range of non-safety applications. CBMMAC combines 

contention free and contention based medium access control protocols. It redefines 

the functions of the seven DSRC channels, where CH178 and CH174 are 

respectively the Inter-Cluster Control (ICC) channel and the Inter-Cluster Data (ICD) 

channel. Ch172 is the Cluster Range Control (CRC) channel, and the remaining 

channels (Ch176, 180, 182, and 184) are the Cluster Range Data (CRD) channels. In 

the paper, the authors assume that each vehicle is equipped with two transceivers. 

CBMMAC deploys three main protocols: cluster configuration, intra-cluster and 
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inter-cluster coordination communication. The first protocol organizes vehicles 

moving in the same direction into clusters where one vehicle is elected as a 

coordinator in each cluster. At any given time, each vehicle can act as a cluster-head, 

quasi-cluster-head if the vehicle is neither a cluster head nor a cluster member, or 

quasi-cluster-member which is a vehicle that temporarily loses contact with its 

cluster head. The proposed system architecture of CBMMAC is shown in Fig. 2.11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2.11: Proposed system architecture of CBMMAC [14] 
 

Here, firstly, each cluster head creates and manages the TDMA slot 

reservation schedule on the CRC channel. Secondly, each cluster member can use its 

assigned time slot to send safety messages and data channel reservation requests to 

its cluster head. Thirdly, the cluster head collects the safety messages and according 

to the data channel reservation requests, it assigns ICD and CRD channels. Fourthly, 

the cluster head broadcasts collected safety messages and the data channel schedule 

back to its cluster members. Finally, each cluster member tunes its Transceiver 2 to 

the channel assigned to transmitting/ receiving non-safety data. 
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For the inter-cluster communication protocol, once the cluster head has 

collected the safety messages from its cluster members, it uses a data fusion 

technique to combine the safety messages and then tunes to the ICC channel to 

forward the messages to its neighboring cluster heads. The ICD channel is assigned 

to one vehicle in each cluster and by using the contention-based MAC this vehicle 

can transmit or receive non-safety messages from other clusters. 

CBMMAC has been evaluated only for simple highway scenarios where all 

the vehicles are moving in the same direction. The authors have not studied the inter-

cluster interference problem when two or more clusters are in close proximity or the 

merging collision problem. Although CBMMAC can support QoS for real-time 

applications while efficiently utilizing the wireless bandwidth for non real-time 

traffic, the use of two transceivers and one GPS system for each vehicle makes this 

system expensive. 

 

2.4.4 TDMA Cluster-based MAC (TC-MAC) 
 
 Almalag et al. [16] proposed a novel multi-channel MAC protocol called 

TDMA cluster-based MAC (TCMAC) for VANETs. TC-MAC uses new TDMA slot 

reservation schedule managed by stable cluster heads to provide efficient time slot 

utilization for the participating vehicles. Unlike the IEEE 802.11p standard 

architecture, in TC-MAC, the frame is not divided into two intervals CCHI and 

SCHI. Here, each vehicle can tune to the Control Channel (CCH) or to specific 

service channels (SCHs) if needed during the time cycle. During the cluster 

formation process, each cluster member will be assigned a local ID by its cluster 

head which always has a local ID 1, while ID 0 is reserved for a virtual vehicle. The 

medium access time is divided into several periodic time frames of length equal to 

100 ms. Each frame is divided into Nmax/ktime slots of fixed size τ ms, based on the 

data rate and the maximum packet size where Nmax is the maximum number of 

vehicles in the cluster and k is the number of slotted service channels (for the DSRC 

architecture, there are six service channels numbered from 0 to 5). Moreover, the 

time access on the control channel is also divided into periodic frames and each 

frame is divided into Nmax/k time slots. Each time slot on the CCH is divided into k 
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mini-slots of size τ/6 ms used to broadcast beacons or safety messages. Since each 

time slot on the control channel is divided into six mini-slots, the throughput on each 

service channel is six times higher than on the control channel. The main idea of the 

slot reservation schedule is that in each frame, each vehicle number j is allocated the 

time slot (j div k) on the service channel number (j mod k) and competes for one 

mini-slot on the control channel during the time slot (k div j) − 1. Then vehicle j uses 

its mini-slot to inform the other vehicles of its transmission during j’s time slot on the 

SCH. The TDMA frame structure of TC-MAC for vehicle j is shown in Fig. 2.12 

below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.12: TDMA frame structure of TC-MAC 

 

 TC-MAC was designed for simple highway traffic in which all the vehicles 

are moving in the same direction, and thus the collision rate will be high in 

bidirectional traffic and urban scenarios due to the merging collision problem. There 

is also a potential chance of high collision levels due to inter-cluster interference 

when two or many clusters are in close proximity. This approach is intensely 

dependent on the local IDs delivered by the cluster heads in each cluster. Each 

cluster head should periodically update the table of the cluster members and their 

local IDs and then send this information to all cluster members, which increases the 

overhead. 
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2.4.5 Cooperative ADHOC MAC (CAH-MAC) 
 
 Bharati et al. [17] proposed a Cooperative ADHOC MAC protocol, with the 

aim of improving throughput for non-safety applications. The scheduling mechanism 

developed by the CAH-MAC protocol is based on distributed TDMA similar to the 

one in ADHOC MAC in that the channel access time is divided into periodic frames 

and each frame is further divided into time slots. The goal of the research work is to 

propose a new way to overcome the transmission failure problem when it occurs due 

to poor channel conditions. In fact, upon detecting a transmission failure between the 

transmitter and the receiver, a neighboring node called a “helper node” offers 

cooperation to relay the packet that failed to reach the destination during an idle time 

slot. A detail of this cooperation is depicted in Fig. 2.13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.13: Information exchanges in the CAH-MAC: (a) Phase 1: Source node 

transmits a packet to the destination; (b) Phase 2: Neighboring nodes detect 

transmission failure after examining the FI from the destination; (c) Phase 3: Helper 

node H, offers cooperation; (d) Phase 4: Helper node H, re-transmits the packet that 

failed to reach the destination after receiving a cooperation acknowledgement from 

the destination. 
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Compared to the ADHOC MAC protocol, the main disadvantage of CAH-

MAC is that the use of any free time slots by the helper nodes for cooperative relay 

transmissions can lead to the access collision problem with the vehicles that attempt 

to obtain an available time slot. 

 

2.5 TDMA Based MAC Protocols in Centralized 
Topology 

 
 As examples of TDMA based MAC protocols in centralized topology in this 

section, Adaptive Collision-Free MAC (ACFM), Risk-Aware Dynamic MAC (R-

MAC) and Unified TDMA-based Scheduling Protocol for V2I communications 

(UTSP) are briefly described. 

 

2.5.1 Adaptive Collision-Free MAC (ACFM) 
 
 Guo et al. [18] proposed an Adaptive Collision-Free MAC (ACFM) protocol 

based on a centralized dynamic time slot reservation mechanism in Roadside Units 

(RSUs). ACFM considers coverage area of an RSU as a network segment and 

exploits RSUs to schedule time slots assignment and disseminate control 

information, while the data are spread among vehicles. Here, every frame is divided 

into two segments named: RSU segment and vehicle segment. The RSU segment is 

reserved for RSU to broadcast control messages to the vehicles under its coverage.  

The control message includes DS assignments schedule called “DS assignment map” 

and time synchronization information. Each RSU maintains a dynamical slots 

assignment cycle of 36 Data Slots (DS) for vehicles in its coverage adaptively. A 

cycle consists of N frames, where N varies from 1 to 5 according to the number of 

vehicles. Under the scenario of light traffic, ACFM controls the excessive increase of 

unassigned slots through shrinking slots assignment cycle frame by frame. When 

there are a mass of vehicles on roads, ACFM provides more available slots by 

expanding cycle which ensures the fairness of channel access for every vehicle. The 

TDMA frame structure of ACFM is shown in Fig. 2.14. 
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Fig. 2.14: TDMA frame structure of ACFM 

 

To avoid interference between adjacent segments, ACFM requires two 
orthogonal frequencies to ensure the same frequency is not used for a distance of two 
hops. The road architecture of ACFM is shown in Fig. 2.13.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.15: Road architecture of ACFM 
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The vehicles in the intersection of two segments must select and tune to one 

of the two frequencies to send messages based on the Received Signal Strength 

Indication (RSSI). Thus, this protocol requires additional hardware and frequency 

feature to minimize interference between adjacent segments. ACFM is also limited 

only to periodic messages and does not support QoS for non-safety applications. 

Moreover, due to high node mobility, the interval of time in which the vehicle stays 

in an RSU region is very short, which can lead to breaks in communication. 

 

2.5.2 Risk-Aware Dynamic MAC (R-MAC) 
 
 Guo et al. [19] proposed an extension scheme of ACFM, named Risk-Aware 

Dynamic MAC Protocol for Vehicular Cooperative Collision Avoidance System. 

The goal of the research is to design a risk-aware dynamic medium access control 

(R-MAC) protocol tailored to Cooperative Collision Avoidance CCA applications. 

One key element of CCA systems is the real-time and reliable delivery of warning 

messages as well as beacons between vehicles. As for the ACFM protocol, each 

frame is divided into an RSU segment and a vehicle segment. The RSU segment is 

reserved for RSUs to disseminate control messages. However, in contrast to the 

ACFM protocol, the vehicle segment is divided into two segments: a CSMA segment 

which is a contention-based segment, responsible for transmitting warning messages 

in emergency situations, and a TDMA segment which is a contention-free segment 

and used for delivering beacon messages. The CSMA segment size in a frame is 

determined by the average total number of potential collisions. The TDMA frame 

structure of R-MAC is shown in Fig. 2.16. 

R-MAC is a single channel protocol and has been proposed for a simple 

highway with one lane in which all the vehicles are moving in the same direction. 

Moreover, like the ACFM protocol, R-MAC cannot support QoS for non-safety 

applications and it is limited only to safety applications. 
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Fig. 2.16: TDMA frame structure of R-MAC 

 

2.5.3 Unified TDMA-based Scheduling Protocol for V2I 
communications (UTSP) 

 
 Zhang et al. [20, 21] proposed a Unified TDMA-based Scheduling Protocol 

(UTSP) for V2I communications to optimize the throughput for non-safety 

applications in VANETs. In UTSP, the RSU collects the necessary information 

including channel state information, the speed, and the Access Category (AC) 

characteristic of the vehicles within its communication range and then, it assigns the 

time slots to the vehicles based on the weight function which consists of three 

factors, i.e., channel-quality weight factor, speed weight factor and AC weight factor. 

The first factor is used to maximize the network throughput, the second one is used 

to ensure fairness between vehicles that are moving at different speeds, while the last 

one distinguishes the access priorities of different slot reservation requests. The 

vehicle which has the maximum weight value will be served first by the RSU in the 

current TDMA frame. 

UTSP was designed to support only VANET applications that are 

throughput-sensitive. Since the protocol was evaluated only for one RSU, an 

interference problem can occur between vehicles in the overlapping regions where 

several RSUs are used to coordinate access to the channel. As a result, UTSP cannot 
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satisfy the requirements of VANET applications because they are mainly oriented to 

road safety issues. 

 

2.6 Fixed Assignment Based Window Access with 
Capture (FAWAC) 

 
 Shimamoto et al. [22] proposed FAWAC for personal satellite 

communications [22]. The concept of capture effect of FAWAC is an improvement 

of FAWA [23] which was proposed by the same authors in 1980.  In FAWAC, all 

the base stations transmits data in their fixed TDMA slots and opportunistically tries 

to send extra data in free slots. Here, transmissions are performed in high power level 

to send packet in the assigned slot and in low power level to send packet in free slots. 

When there is no transmission in high power level (for an unused slot), low power 

level utilizes it. The experimental system of capture effect in FAWAC is shown in 

Fig. 2.17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.17: Experimental system of capture effect in FAWAC 
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2.7 Summary 
 
 In this chapter, we have discussed the reason why TDMA is chosen as 

channel access method in our thesis. Then, different VANET topologies are 

discussed and comparison drawn among them. At the end, some existing VANET 

MAC protocols are reviewed in brief.  
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CHAPTER 3 
Details of Proposed Protocols 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

In this thesis, we present three new TDMA based MAC protocols which 

allocate time slots to the registered vehicles evenly, and then monitors the usage of 

allocated slots to ensure the reassignment of free or unused slots in a fair way. 

Primary contribution of our proposal is the analysis of FAWAC [22], a well-studied 

protocol for satellite communication in VANET environment. Furthermore, we have 

modified the concept of FAWAC protocol by replacing “capture effect” with “time 

slot reassignment” mechanism. At the end, the slot allocation process is further 

rationalized to minimize merging and one-hop neighboring collision among 

boundary vehicles. 

 

3.2 Proposed System 
 

In our work, we consider RSU based centralized VANET with a set of 

vehicles moving in lanes consisting of two-way traffic. In a two-way traffic system, 

we define a vehicle as positioned in left direction of a RSU’s broadcasting area if it is 

placed in the west half and right direction, if it is placed in the east half, as shown in 

Fig. 3.1. 

We also made the following assumptions regarding VANET’s context in 

which our proposed scheme operates: 

• Each vehicle and RSU have a unique identifier (ID). 

• Vehicles and RSUs, which are equipped with GPS, are perfectly time 

synchronized. 

• At the beginning of each frame, the RSU transmits registration beacon 

and then, each vehicle, which receives that message, broadcasts a 

registration response message with its own ID, location and data size. 
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For a certain amount of time, the whole registration response system is 

a contention based process. 

• Each newly joined vehicle that does not have a slot and wants to get a 

new slot shall listen to the channel for one frame. Then, after receiving 

the registration beacon, they can register to the RSU. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Right and left direction of vehicle movement  

 
Our proposed protocols are TDMA based MAC protocol operating in a 

centralized topology. They consist of three processes: (i) a contention based 

registration process, (ii) a fair slot distribution process and finally, (iii) a network 

monitoring process for reallocating unused slots. We have defined the transmission 

monitoring and slot redistribution process by using both “capture effect” and “time 

slot reassignment” mechanism and named them as Fixed Assignment based Window 

Access with Capture Effect MAC (FAWAC-MAC) and Fixed Assignment based 

Window Access with Time Slot Reassignment MAC (FAWAT-MAC) protocol 

respectively. Finally to remove merging and one-hop neighboring collision, we 

further enhanced FAWAT-MAC protocol and renamed the enhancement as Dynamic 

Reallocation based Window Access MAC (DRWA-MAC) protocol. Details of these 

three protocols are discussed  in the following sections. 
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3.2.1 FAWAC-MAC Protocol 
 
FAWAC-MAC is basically the implementation of FAWAC [22] protocol in 

VANET. Here, the “capture effect” concept of FAWAC protocol is used in the data 

transmission process of vehicle and monitoring process of RSU to reuse a free 

TDMA slot. 

 

3.2.1.1 System Design of FAWAC-MAC 
 

The states of a vehicle and RSU in FAWAC-MAC are depicted in Fig. 3.2 

and Fig. 3.3 respectively. 
 

Vehicle

Initialization State

wait

Registration State

RSU beacon

Network Monitoring
State

RSU response

Data Transmission State

if a slot  is assigned
high power
transmission

no RSU
response

end of frame

end of slot

low power
transmission on
unassigned slot

 
 

Fig. 3.2: Vehicle state diagram in FAWAC-MAC protocol 

 

In FAWAC-MAC protocol, each vehicle entering into the network awaits for 

RSU’s registration beacon in initialization state. Upon reception of RSU's 

registration beacon, a vehicle moves into the registration state from its initialize state 
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and sends back a registration response. Then, after receiving RSU's response, the 

vehicle moves into the network monitoring state; once a slot is assigned, the vehicle 

moves to the data transmission state where it transmits data in high power packets on 

the slot assigned to it. At the end of the slot, the vehicle moves back to the network 

monitoring state and waits for recurrence of that slot. However, on every other slot 

which is not a vehicles own, it checks whether its own slot is within a predefined 

window size; if not, then it transmits data in low power packets with a hope that this 

is a free/unused slot. When the frame is complete, the vehicle moves back to the 

initialize state. 
 

RSU

Initialization State

Registration State

self registration
beacon

Slot Allocation State

Vehicles'
response

Network Monitoring
State

self registration
response

no Vehicle
response

end of frame

 
 

Fig. 3.3: RSU state diagram in FAWAC-MAC protocol 

 

As shown in Fig. 3.3, in FAWAC-MAC protocol, after transmitting 

registration beacon, an RSU enters into the registration state where it receives 

response from vehicles for a short amount of time. After receiving registration 

response(s) from the vehicles, the RSU enters into the slot allocation state where it 

allocates available slot to the vehicles; then, it transmits a registration response 

message and moves to the network monitoring state where the RSU monitors 

network for free slots and receives data from vehicles. As the vehicles are sending 
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data in both high power and low power level, RSU uses capture effect to distinguish 

them. In the presence of a high power packet, all low power packets get discarded 

while in the absence, low power transmission gets received. 

The registration, slot distribution and transmission monitoring process of 

FAWAC-MAC protocol are described in the following sections. 

 

3.2.1.2 Registration Process of FAWAC-MAC 
 

In FAWAC-MAC protocol, at the beginning of the TDMA frame, RSU 

transmits a registration beacon for all the vehicles in its broadcasting area. Upon 

reception of the registration beacon, each vehicle sends back a registration response 

message to the RSU using a contention based approach. To accommodate the 

vehicles response, this contention based procedure continues for a certain predefined 

amount of time. Within registration response message, vehicles send back their ID. 

 

3.2.1.3 Slot Distribution Process of FAWAC-MAC 
 

After registration process, RSU’s usually have N number of participating 

vehicles that need to be assigned with S number of slots. FAWAC-MAC protocol 

distributes the S slots to N vehicles in a repeated round robin approach. In case the 

number of vehicles is less than the number of slots, i.e., S>N, one or more vehicle 

may get multiple slots in the same frame. As example, in an 8 slotted frame, for four 

vehicles (a, b, c, d), a repeated round robin distribution will result slot allocation like 

Fig. 3.4 below. 
 

Slot Numbers 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
a b c d a b c d 

 

Fig. 3.4: Example of repeated round robin distribution in FAWAC-MAC 
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The slot distribution process of FAWAC-MAC protocol is shown in Algorithm 3.1 

below: 
 

Algorithm 3.1: Slot Distribution Process of FAWAC-MAC Protocol 

Input: number slot s, number of vehicle v,  list of vehicles car. 

Output: list of slots 

1:  for i = 0 to v 

2:         for j = i to s 

3:              slots[j] =  car[i]    

4:               j = j + v 

5:         end for 

6:         i = i +1 

7:  end for 

8:  return slots 

 

3.2.1.4 Transmission Monitoring Process of FAWAC-MAC 
 

In FAWAC-MAC protocol, after slot assignment, vehicles usually begin 

transmission in their assigned slots. Even though all the vehicles register for TDMA 

slot, some of them may not use all of their assigned slot(s); this could be due to early 

completion of data transmission, passing over RSU’s broadcasting area, detection of 

the safety message that is already broadcasted, etc. To avoid wastage, for each slot 

FAWAC-MAC protocol employs a monitoring process in vehicle end to check 

whether an existing transmission is going on or not, if not then it ensures reuse. 

Like FAWAC [22] protocol, here all vehicles which is not the owner of 

current slot checks whether its own slot is within a predefined window size. If not, 

then they transmit their data in low power packets while the original owner of the 

slot transmits in high power packets. Using capture effect RSU can distinguish the 

power levels. In the presence of a high power packet, all low power packets get 

discarded while in the absence, low power transmission succeeds. With lots of low 

power packet collision, this process still makes reuse of unused slots and performs 

better than other existing protocols. In Fig. 3.5, operation of FAWAC-MAC protocol 

is shown in details. Here, a window size of 2 slots is considered for an 8 slotted 
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frame where vehicle V3 is assigned to slot 3 and V8 to slot 8. Both V3 and V8 tried to 

send data in slot 3 but due to the presence of high power transmission of V3, packet 

of V8 get discarded. In slot 6, only V3 is allowed to perform low power transmission 

as V8 has its assigned slot within window size. 
 

 

Fig. 3.5: Operation of FAWAC-MAC protocol 

 

3.2.2 FAWAT-MAC Protocol 
 

FAWAT-MAC protocol is a modification of FAWAC [22] protocol by 

replacing “capture effect” with “time slot reassignment” mechanism. Here, we use 

“time slot reassignment” technique in the monitoring process of RSU to reuse a free 

TDMA slot. 

 

3.2.2.1 System Design of FAWAT-MAC 
 

The states of a vehicle and RSU in FAWAT-MAC are depicted in Fig. 3.6 

and Fig. 3.7 respectively. In FAWAT-MAC protocol, upon reception of RSU's 

registration beacon, a vehicle moves into the registration state from its initialize state 

and sends back a registration response. Then, after receiving RSU's response, the 

vehicle moves into the network monitoring state; once a slot is assigned, the vehicle 

moves to the data transmission state where it transmits data in the slot assigned to it. 

Channel  Frame  
   success    success   
            
 HPL 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 

         
 Window (V3)   Window (V8) Window (V3) 

   failure  success     
LPL            

          
 V3            

  
  birth wait  birth     

 V8            
             
    birth    wait   
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At the end of the slot, the vehicle moves back to the network monitoring state and 

waits for additional slots from the RSU. When the frame is complete, the vehicle 

moves back to the initialize state. 
 

Vehicle

Initialization State

wait

Registration State

RSU beacon

Network Monitoring
State

RSU response

Data Transmission State

if a slot
is assigned

no RSU
response

end of frame

end of slot

 
 

Fig. 3.6: Vehicle state diagram in FAWAT-MAC protocol 

 

As shown in Fig. 3.7, in FAWAT-MAC protocol, after transmitting 

registration beacon, an RSU enters into the registration state where it receives 

response from vehicles for a short amount of time. After receiving registration 

response(s) from the vehicles, the RSU enters into the slot allocation state where it 

allocates available slot to the vehicles; then, it transmits a registration response 

message and moves to the network monitoring state where the RSU monitors 

network for free slots. If any free slot is detected, the RSU moves back to the slot 

allocation state; otherwise, it moves to the initialize state at the end of the TDMA 

frame. The registration, slot distribution and transmission monitoring process of 

FAWAT-MAC protocol are described in the following sections. 
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RSU

Initialization State

Registration State

self registration
beacon

Slot Allocation State

Vehicles'
response

Network Monitoring
State

self registration
response

no Vehicle
response

end of frame

slot
reallocation

free slot

 
 

Fig. 3.7: RSU state diagram in FAWAT-MAC protocol 

 

3.2.2.2 Registration Process of FAWAT-MAC 
 

The registration process of FAWAT-MAC is almost same as FAWAC-MAC 

protocol, described in section 3.3.1.2. Here, within the registration response message, 

vehicles additionally send back data size along with their ID. 

 

3.2.2.3 Slot Distribution Process of FAWAT-MAC 
 

The slot distribution process and steps of FAWAT-MAC is exactly same as 

FAWAC-MAC protocol, as described in section 3.3.1.3.  

 

3.2.2.4 Transmission Monitoring Process of FAWAT-MAC 
 

Likewise FAWAC-MAC protocol, in FAWAT-MAC protocol, after slot 

assignment, vehicles usually begin transmission in their assigned slots. Even though 

all the vehicles register for TDMA slot, some of them may not use all of their 

assigned slot(s); this could be due to early completion of data transmission, passing 
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over RSU’s broadcasting area, detection of the safety message that is already 

broadcasted, etc. 

To avoid wastage, for each slot, FAWAT-MAC protocol employs a 

monitoring process along with a time slot reassignment process in RSU’s end. Here, 

if an RSU detects no ongoing transmission within one fourth of the beginning time of 

a slot, then it broadcasts a very light NULL packet. Inside the NULL packet, RSU 

sends the ID of the vehicle having maximum data size; this is possible because at the 

beginning of the frame, each vehicle registers with its data size. Upon reception of 

the NULL packet, the specific vehicle transmits data for the remaining time of the 

slot and hence, reassignment of unused slots are achieved in a collision free manner. 

In section 4, we have shown that FAWAT-MAC performs better then FAWAC-

MAC protocol due to its collision less nature.  

In Fig. 3.8, operation of FAWAT-MAC protocol is shown in detail. Here, 

vehicles V1, V2, V3 and V4 having 6, 6, 1 and 1 MB data were assigned with slots 

(1,5), (2,6), (3,7) and (4,8) respectively. Considering data size of each packet as 1 

MB, at slot 7 and 8 RSU detected that there is no ongoing transaction in channel and 

therefore selected V1 and V2 subsequently according to their remaining data size. 
 

Fig. 3.8: Operation of FAWAT-MAC protocol 

Channel  Frame  

                          null     
           null   

             

 RSU 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 
             
             

 V1[6]            
             
             

 V2[6]            
             
             

 V3 [1]            
       null    
             

 V4 [1]            
         null   
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3.2.3 DRWA-MAC Protocol 
 

DRWA-MAC protocol is an extension of FAWAT-MAC protocol which 

distributes slots to participating vehicles by considering their location/direction in 

regard to RSU. This protocol perceptively removes/minimizes merging and one-hop 

neighboring collision. 

 

3.2.3.1 System Design of DRWA-MAC 
 

The system design of vehicle and RSU in DRWA-MAC protocol is almost 

similar to that of in FAWAT-MAC protocol, described in section 3.3.2.1. DRWA-

MAC protocol uses a different process in slot allocation state. The registration, slot 

distribution and transmission monitoring process of DRWA-MAC protocol are 

described in the following sections. 

 

3.2.3.2 Registration Process of DRWA-MAC 
 

The registration process of DRWA-MAC is also similar to FAWAC-MAC 

protocol, as described in section 3.3.1.2. Here, within the registration response 

message, along with ID vehicles additionally send back their location and data size. 

 

3.2.3.3 Slot Distribution Process of DRWA-MAC 
 

In DRWA-MAC protocol, after registration process, RSU’s usually have N 

number of participating vehicles that need to be assigned with S number of slots. As 

the registration response from each vehicle consists of location information, RSU can 

differentiate the L number of vehicles on its left and the remaining (N-L) number of 

vehicles on its right direction in a road with two-way traffic. This protocol divides 

the available S slots into S/2 ODD, and S/2 EVEN sets. Then, the S/2 ODD slots are 

distributed among the L left directional vehicles and S/2 EVEN slots to (N-L) right 

directional vehicles. Our protocol uses a repeated round robin approach for channel 

assignment. In case the number of vehicles is less than the number of slots, i.e., S>N, 

one or more vehicle may get multiple slots in the same frame. An example is shown 

in Fig. 3.9 where there are 8 slots in a frame with two left direction vehicles (V1, V3), 
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and two right direction vehicle (V2, V4); a repeated round robin distribution will 

allocate slot 1, and 5 to V1, slot 2, and 6 to V2, slot 3, and 7 to V3 and slot 4, and 8 to 

V4.  

Slot Numbers 
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
V1 V2 V3 V4 V1 V2 V3 V4 

 

Fig. 3.9: Example of repeated round robin distribution in DRWA-MAC 

 
On the other hand, if L < S/2 and (N–L) > S/2, one or more left directional 

vehicles will get multiple slots but (N–L–S/2) right directional vehicles will not get 

any slot allocation. The slot distribution process of DRWA-MAC protocol is shown 

in Algorithm 3.2. 
 

Algorithm 3.2: Slot Distribution Process of DRWA-MAC Protocol 

Input: number slot s,  

            number of vehicle v,  

            number of right directional vehicle rv,  

            number of left directional vehicle lv,   

            list of vehicles car. 

Output: list of slots 
1:  evencounter = 0 

2:  oddcounter = 1; 

3:  for i = 0 to v 

4:        if car[i] is right directional 

5:                for j = evencounter to s 

6:                     slots[j] = car[i]  

7:                 j = j + rv 

8:           end for 

9:               evencounter = evencounter + 2 

10:  else 

11:                for j = oddcounter to s 

12:                      slots[j] = car[i]  
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13:                  j = j + lv 

14:           end for 

15:               oddcounter = oddcounter + 2 

16:  end 

17:  end for 

18:  return slots 

 

3.2.3.4 Transmission Monitoring Process of DRWA-MAC 
 

The transmission monitoring process of DRWA-MAC protocol is similar to 

FAWAT-MAC protocol, as described in section 3.3.2.4. Fig. 3.10 shows operation of 

the DRWA-MAC protocol in detail. Here, V1, and V3 are left directional vehicles 

and V2, V4 are right directional vehicles. V1, V2, V3, and V4 have 24MB, 22MB, 

4MB, and 4MB of data to transmit respectively.  

 

 

Fig. 3.10: Operation of DRWA-MAC protocol 

 
In a similar slot distribution process, depicted in Fig. 3.9, these vehicles V1, 

V2, V3, V4 are assigned with slots (1,5), (3,7) and (2,6), (4,8) respectively by our slot 

allocation algorithm (Algorithm 3.2). Considering max data size of each slot as 4 

Channel  Frame  

                          null     
           null   

             

 RSU 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 
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 V2[22]            
             
             

 V3 [4]            
       null    
             

 V4 [4]            
         null   
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MB, at slot 7, RSU will detect that there is no ongoing transmission in channel as V3 

has no data left to send and therefore, will select V1 as it has 16 MB data remaining 

for transmission (out of 24 MB, V1 has transmitted 8 MB in slot 1 and 5). So, V1 will 

be able to send 3 MB of data in the remaining 3/4 of the slot and will have 13 MB 

data left for transmission. At slot 8, RSU again will detect that there is no ongoing 

transmission in the channel as V4 has no data left to transmit and will select V2 as it 

has 14 MB data remaining while V1 has 13 MB of data remaining to transmit. 

 

3.3 Effectiveness of Proposed Protocols 
 

The use of “capture effect” with “time slot reassignment” technique in our 

protocols make use of most of the wasted slots and hence, increase overall 

throughput of the TDMA network. As our protocols work in RSU based centralized 

topology, all three of them are free of access collision. DRWA-MAC protocol use 

vehicle location based time slot assignment and RSU’s direction based time slot 

reassignment technique. By using these methods RSU can select exactly a single 

vehicle to send message in free slots. Hence, DRWA-MAC protocol is also a hidden 

node collision free protocol. 

Instead of straight forward segmentation like VeMAC, DRWA-MAC 

protocol divides and allocates slots in ODD-EVEN basis and it balances waiting time 

of the partitioned vehicles. This distribution process also avoids or minimizes 

merging collision and one-hop neighboring collision. To support our argument, an 

example scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.11. 

In this scenario, there are 2 RSUs: RSU[0], and RSU[1]. Here, vehicle V[4], 

V[6] of RSU[0] and V[5], V[7] of RSU[1] are one hop neighboring collision free as 

RSU[0] assigns EVEN slots to V[4], and V[6] and on the other hand, RSU[1] assigns 

ODD slots to the vehicles V[5], and V[7]. Additionally, by considering the position 

of vehicle V[5] of RSU[1] and V[1] of RSU[0], we can claim that our protocol also 

minimizes merging collision because both V[5] and V[1] are placed in left/west half 

of their respective RSU and each is assigned with ODD slots. By the time V[5] 

enters into the coverage area of  RSU[0], V[1] may leave and the slot freed by V[1] 

can be reassigned to V[5] so that V[5] can transmit data in the  running frame. 
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Fig. 3.11: Example scenario of DRWA-MAC protocol 

 

3.4 Summary 
 
In this chapter, we have discussed detail about the three protocols that we 

have proposed in this thesis. We pointed out, model, and structure of the topology in 

which theses protocols were simulated. The operation of our proposed protocols are 

described with example scenario. At the end, we have tried to prove the effectiveness 

of proposed protocols theoretically. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Simulation Result and Analysis 

 
4.1 Introduction 
 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed FAWAC-MAC, 

FAWAT-MAC, and DRWA-MAC protocols. In our simulation experiments, we 

compare the performance of our protocols with VeMAC [7], PTMAC [10] and 

ACFM [18] in terms of number of successfully transmitted data packet, throughput, 

average delay, data loss ratio and number of collisions on overall road traffic 

network.  

 

4.2 Simulation Environment 
 

We have implemented DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, FAWAC-MAC, 

VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM protocol on the Veins [24] framework of OMNET++ 

[25] network simulator to compare among their performance. The vehicle movement 

and related realistic road traffic scenarios were generated using SUMO [26] urban 

mobility traffic simulator. 

OMNeT++ is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation 

library and framework developed by András Varga, primarily for building network 

simulators. Although OMNeT++ is not a network simulator itself, it has gained 

widespread popularity as a network simulation platform in the scientific community 

as well as in industrial settings, and building up a large user community. The 

graphical editor of OMNeT++ is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Veins is an Open Source 

vehicular network simulation framework developed by Christoph Sommer. These 

models are executed by an event-based network simulator (OMNeT++) while 

interacting with a road traffic simulator (SUMO). SUMO is an urban mobility traffic 

simulator developed by DLR - Institute of Transportation Systems, Berlin, Germany. 

It is a free and open traffic simulation suite which is available since 2001. SUMO 

allows modeling of intermodal traffic systems including road vehicles, public 
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transport and pedestrians. Included with SUMO is a wealth of supporting tools which 

handle tasks such as route finding, visualization, network import and emission 

calculation. SUMO can be enhanced with custom models and provides various APIs 

to remotely control the simulation. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.1: Graphical editor of OMNeT++ 

 

4.3 Simulation Process 
 

In our scenario, we have considered a 2000m×1000m rectangular two way 

road network area with ten junctions as shown in Fig. 4.2, where each junction 

contains three lanes. The detail configurations of SUMO simulator for this scenario 

are provided in Appendix A. 

We have covered our road network segment with three non-overlapping 

RSUs as shown in Fig. 4.3. We have devised five scenarios with 22, 41, 61, 83 and 

102 vehicles and measured performance of the mentioned protocols to make a 
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comparison. The route file configuration of those five road traffic scenarios are 

provided in Appendix B. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4.2: 2000m×1000m rectangular ten junction 3×3 lane road in SUMO 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3: OMNET++ view of the road network with RSUs 
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4.4 Simulation Parameters 
 
 The simulation parameters used in the evaluation and result analysis of this 

thesis are listed in Table 4.1 below. 

Table 4.1 

Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Number of lanes 3+3 

Number of scenario 5 

Number of vehicles 22, 41, 61, 83 and 102 

TxPower 20mW 

TxDatasize 10Mbps 

Signal Attenuation Threshold -89dBm 

Minimum Path Loss Coefficient 2.0 

Thermal Noise -110dBm 

Maximum Offset 5ms 

Synchronization Offset 0 

Number of slots per frame 256 

Slot time 50ms 

Registration time 2s 

Simulation time 2 frame, on 258s to 288s 
 

 For comparison, we have measured the performance of the mentioned 

protocols in cases where 10%, 15% and 20% of the registered vehicles were not 

using their assigned slots. 

 

4.5 Simulation Results 
 
 In this section, simulation result is analyzed in terms of number of 

successfully transmitted data packet, throughput, average delay and data loss ratio on 

overall road traffic network. 
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4.5.1 Number of successfully transmitted data packet 
 
 The performance comparison of DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, FAWAC-

MAC, VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM protocol in terms of successfully transmitted 

data packet on five SUMO scenarios and three cases are listed in Table 4.2, 4.3 and 

4.4. Each columns of these tables representing protocol wise successfully transmitted 

data packet for scenarios where 22, 41, 61, 83 and 102 cars were present in the road. 

Table 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 showing data when 10%, 15% and 20% of overall vehicles are 

not using their assigned slots. In each scenario our protocols performed better. 
  

Table 4.2 

Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets where 

10% vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

No of 
Car ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-

MAC 
FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 9800 8090 7960 10130 11002.5 10958.75 
41 11790 9560 10580 13120 12183.75 12641.25 
61 11690 9670 10350 12660 12233.75 12675 
83 12090 10190 10650 12600 12477.5 12726.25 
102 11590 9320 10410 12170 11908.75 12538.75 

 

Table 4.3 

Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets where 

15% vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

No of 
Car ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-

MAC 
FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 8730 7240 7060 8990 10346.25 10342.5 
41 11540 8900 9090 12750 12215 12580 
61 11400 8990 8950 12270 12196.25 12461.25 
83 11690 9180 9210 12300 12266.25 12626.25 
102 11210 8650 8920 12070 11876.25 12392.5 

 

Table 4.4 

Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets where 

20% vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

No of 
Car ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-

MAC 
FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 8660 6810 6960 9230 10088.75 10210 
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41 10610 8140 9580 12220 11666.25 12136.25 
61 10520 8350 9350 11780 11448.75 11950 
83 10740 8740 9650 11560 11536.25 11967.5 
102 10330 8040 9410 11240 10748.75 11720 

 

In Fig. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, a graphical comparison of the aforementioned 

protocols are depicted. 
 

 
Fig. 4.4: Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets 

when 10% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 As shown in Fig. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, initially at light traffic, only FAWAC-

MAC performed better. However, the performance of FAWAC-MAC gradually 

decreased with the increase of traffic. In high traffic scenarios, the performance of 

VeMAC, ACFM, PTMAC and FAWAT-MAC degraded noticeably. This is because 

these protocols suffer from merging collision and one-hop neighboring collision. On 

the other hand, DRWA-MAC minimized these collisions and outperformed all the 

other schemes when network density is higher. 
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Fig. 4.5: Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets 

when 15% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 
Fig. 4.6: Performance comparison in terms of successfully transmitted data packets 

when 20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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 With the increase of free slots, the performance of VeMAC, ACFM and 

PTMAC decreased as these protocols do not have any process to ensure reusability 

of slots. However, as FAWAC-MAC, FAWAT-MAC and DRWA-MAC can ensure 

reusability of free slots, their performance were not affected significantly. From Fig. 

4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, we can conclude that FAWAT-MAC and DRWA-MAC improves 

the amount of successful data transmission by ensuring reallocation of free slots even 

though one fourth of the data capacity of those free slots degraded due to the 

detection delay of the RSU. 

 

4.5.2 Throughput 
 
 The performance comparison of DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, FAWAC-

MAC, VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM protocol in terms of throughput on five SUMO 

scenarios and three cases are listed in Table 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 below. Each columns of 

these tables representing protocol wise throughput for scenarios where 22, 41, 61, 83 

and 102 cars were present in the road. Table 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 showing data when 

10%, 15% and 20% of overall vehicles are not using their assigned slots. In most of 

the cases out protocols achieved more than 80% of throughput. As per table 4.7, in 

scenario where 20% of overall vehicles are not using their assigned slots, most of the 

protocols get a throughput below 65% but our protocols achieved throughput above 

75%. 
 

Table 4.5 

Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) where 10% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 63.80 52.66 51.82 65.95 71.63 71.34 
41 76.75 62.23 68.88 85.41 79.32 82.29 
61 76.10 62.95 67.38 82.42 79.64 82.51 
83 78.71 66.34 69.33 82.03 81.23 82.85 
102 75.45 60.67 67.77 79.23 77.53 81.63 
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Table 4.6 

Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) where 15% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 56.84 47.14 45.96 58.53 67.36 67.33 
41 75.13 57.94 59.18 83.01 79.52 81.90 
61 74.22 58.53 58.27 79.88 79.40 81.13 
83 76.11 59.77 59.96 80.08 79.86 82.20 
102 72.98 56.32 58.07 78.58 77.32 80.68 
 

Table 4.7 

Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) where 20% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 56.38 44.34 45.31 60.09 65.68 66.47 
41 69.08 52.99 62.37 79.56 75.95 79.01 
61 68.49 54.36 60.87 76.69 74.54 77.80 
83 69.92 56.90 62.83 75.26 75.11 77.91 
102 67.25 52.34 61.26 73.18 69.98 76.30 

 

In Fig. 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, a graphical comparison of the aforementioned 

protocols are depicted. The overall throughput of DRWA-MAC is better than all 

other protocols. Likewise successfully transmitted data packets, the graph of 

throughput showing that performance of FAWAC-MAC gradually decreased with 

the increase of traffic. In high traffic scenarios, the performance of VeMAC, ACFM, 

PTMAC and FAWAT-MAC degraded noticeably. On the other hand, DRWA-MAC 

outperformed all the other schemes when network density is higher. 
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Fig. 4.7: Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) when 10% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 
 

Fig. 4.8: Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) when 15% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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Fig. 4.9: Performance comparison in terms of throughput (%) when 20% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 

4.5.3 Average delay 
 
 The performance comparison of DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, FAWAC-

MAC, VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM protocol in terms of average delay on five 

SUMO scenarios and three cases are listed in Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10. Each columns 

of these tables representing protocol wise average delay for scenarios where 22, 41, 

61, 83 and 102 cars were present in the road. Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 showing data 

when 10%, 15% and 20% of overall vehicles are not using their assigned slots. 

Though VeMAC attained the lowest average delay, our protocols accomplished 

nearby position of others.  

Table 4.8 

Performance comparison in terms of average delay where 10% vehicles are not using 

their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 13.64 12.53 12.57 13.68 14.03 13.56 
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41 15.14 13.79 15.13 15.26 14.95 15.20 
61 16.21 15.02 16.02 16.01 16.39 16.21 
83 16.10 15.31 16.18 16.12 16.14 16.18 
102 15.64 15.57 15.63 15.80 15.67 15.70 

 

Table 4.9 

Performance comparison in terms of average delay where 15% vehicles are not using 

their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 13.06 12.52 11.61 13.01 13.79 13.37 
41 15.08 14.20 15.02 15.15 14.89 15.16 
61 16.09 15.31 15.95 15.89 16.19 16.31 
83 15.78 15.09 15.93 15.89 15.81 15.90 
102 15.65 15.47 15.71 16.01 15.65 15.74 

 

Table 4.10 

Performance comparison in terms of average delay where 20% vehicles are not using 

their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 13.48 12.51 12.57 13.46 13.74 13.39 
41 15.16 14.03 15.13 15.04 14.69 15.07 
61 16.05 15.21 16.02 15.93 16.37 16.20 
83 16.12 15.22 16.18 16.21 16.20 16.19 
102 15.62 15.29 15.63 15.87 15.65 15.73 

 

 In Fig. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12, a graphical comparison of the aforementioned 

protocols are depicted. Though for a single channel, the overall throughput of 

VeMAC is not optimum, it has the most favorable average delay. On the other hand 

our protocol maintained almost similar position with others. 
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Fig. 4.10: Performance comparison in terms of average delay when 10% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 
 

Fig. 4.11: Performance comparison in terms of average delay when 15% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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Fig. 4.12: Performance comparison in terms of average delay when 20% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 

4.5.4 Data loss ratio 
 
 The performance comparison of DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, FAWAC-

MAC, VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM protocol in terms of data loss ratio on five 

SUMO scenarios and three cases are listed in Table 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13. Each 

columns of these tables representing protocol wise data loss ratio for scenarios where 

22, 41, 61, 83 and 102 cars were present in the road. Table 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 

showing data when 10%, 15% and 20% of overall vehicles are not using their 

assigned slots. As FAWAC-MAC performs huge low power transmission, data in 

these tables showing that FAWAC-MAC is having high loss, though those low 

power packets were bearing opportunistic data. 
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Table 4.11 

Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) where 10% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 17.23 19.26 27.50 26.27 15.06 21.49 
41 9.03 5.44 7.84 30.43 8.42 8.34 
61 10.49 5.38 10.85 38.54 10.07 10.46 
83 9.91 4.68 10.80 49.23 9.63 10.29 
102 8.74 6.99 8.52 56.77 8.53 7.93 

 

Table 4.12 

Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) where 15% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 20.56 19.02 27.96 32.71 18.19 22.48 
41 8.19 5.62 8.00 30.78 7.78 5.41 
61 10.87 5.86 11.39 43.14 7.58 11.63 
83 8.67 5.46 9.44 52.73 7.47 8.61 
102 8.94 6.49 7.85 59.04 8.41 7.81 

 

Table 4.13 

Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) where 20% vehicles are not 

using their assigned slots 

No 
of 
Car 

ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAC-
MAC 

FAWAT-
MAC 

DRWA-
MAC 

22 18.99 22.08 30.26 32.03 16.68 22.83 
41 7.74 5.35 8.59 34.79 7.09 7.61 
61 9.39 3.91 11.88 45.21 8.98 9.54 
83 9.97 4.79 11.79 55.50 9.06 9.87 
102 8.99 6.73 9.34 61.98 8.28 7.57 

 

In Fig. 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15, a graphical comparison of the aforementioned 

protocols are depicted.  
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Fig. 4.13: Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) when 10% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 
 

Fig. 4.14: Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) when 15% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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Fig. 4.15: Performance comparison in terms of data loss ratio (%) when 20% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 Because of inherent huge low power transmission, as shown in these figures, 

FAWAC-MAC is having high data loss, though those low power packets were 

bearing opportunistic data. VeMAC has the lowest data loss ratio while DRWA-

MAC has similar data loss ratio compared to other protocols. 

 

4.5.5 Number of collisions 
 
 The performance comparison of DRWA-MAC, FAWAT-MAC, VeMAC, 

PTMAC and ACFM protocol in terms of number of collisions on five SUMO 

scenarios are listed in Table 4.14. Each columns of that table representing protocol 

wise total number of collisions sensed for scenarios where 22, 41, 61, 83 and 102 

cars were present in the road. Table 4.14 shows data when 10% of overall vehicles 

are not using their assigned slots. As FAWAC-MAC sends huge low power 

transmission for opportunistic data, it has a huge number of collisions. Since its 

impossible to distinguish low power and high power packet collisions separately, we 

have removed FAWAC-MAC from the comparison of this section. 
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Table 4.14 

Performance comparison in terms of number of collisions where 10% vehicles are 

not using their assigned slots 

No of Car ACFM VeMAC PTMAC FAWAT-MAC DRWA-MAC 
22 427 425 375 393 485 
41 373 733 512 690 525 
61 843 1166 1114 1272 1202 
83 916 2119 1609 2129 1339 
102 1186 2568 2002 2437 1546 

 

 In Fig. 4.16, a graphical comparison of the aforementioned protocols are 

depicted. Though ACFM has the lowest number of collisions, its deployment 

requires two orthogonal frequency for adjacent RSUs. Currently such frequency 

spectrum allocation is not in place. The experiment result also depicts that despite of 

having orthogonal frequency, the boundary vehicles of ACFM still making some 

collisions. This is because, these vehicles sometimes get confused and perform 

unnecessary frequency switchover to get coupled with nearby RSUs. 
 

 
Fig. 4.16: Performance comparison in terms of number of collisions when 10% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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4.5.6 Scenario based comparison 
 
 In Fig. 4.17 - 4.21, bar diagrams of throughput are shown for 22, 41, 61, 83 

and 102 cars respectively by grouping scenarios where 10%, 15% and 20% of the 

vehicles are not using their assigned slots. 

 These diagrams show that with the increase of free slots, the performance of 

VeMAC, ACFM and PTMAC decreased, but the performance of FAWAC-MAC, 

FAWAT-MAC and DRWA-MAC were not affected significantly. For all scenarios 

DRWA-MAC outperformed other protocols. In case of DRWA-MAC, for scenarios 

where 10%, 15% and 20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots, the 

overall output for 10% > 15% > 20%; this is because even though DRWA-MAC 

ensuring reassignment, it's missing one-fourth of the slot time due to RSU's detection 

and processing delay.  
  

 
Fig. 4.17: Bar diagram of throughput (%) for 22 cars scenario where 10%, 15% and 

20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 The scenario used in Fig. 4.17 consists of 11 cars per kilometer. Here, 2-4 
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slots, but for the fact that these protocols are having huge one-hop neighboring and 

merging collision. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.18: Bar diagram of throughput (%) for 41 cars scenario where 10%, 15% and 

20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 The scenarios used in Fig. 4.18 and 4.19 consists of 20 and 30 cars per 

kilometer respectively. Here, 4-12 cars out of 41-61 may not be using their assigned 

slots. In this cases, the number of unused slots and car density increased. As a result, 

out protocols get more reassignment opportunity and performed better. 

 Finally, the scenarios used in Fig. 4.20 and 4.21, car density of 41 and 51 per 

kilometer are maintained respectively. Here, 8-20 cars out of 83-102 may not be 

using their assigned slots. In these very highly dense scenarios our protocols proved 

almost constant progress as of scenarios presented in Fig. 4.18 and 4.19.  

 From all these bar diagrams we can summarize that when car density, number 

of unused slots, one-hop neighboring collision and merging collision effecting other 

protocols significantly; our protocols providing almost similar throughput. This is 

because for all cases the number of available TDMA slots remaining same and our 

protocols ensuring maximum use of them. 
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Fig. 4.19: Bar diagram of throughput (%) for 61 cars scenario where 10%, 15% and 

20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
 

 
 

Fig. 4.20: Bar diagram of throughput (%) for 83 cars scenario where 10%, 15% and 

20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 
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Fig. 4.21: Bar diagram of throughput (%) for 102 cars scenario where 10%, 15% and 

20% of the vehicles are not using their assigned slots 

 

4.6 Summary 
 
 In this chapter, we have discussed simulation environment, process, 

parameters and results used in our thesis, in detail. Here, by providing simulation 

data both in tabular and graphical format, we have compared our protocols with 

VeMAC, PTMAC and ACFM. All the scenarios, data and graphs are described in 

detail. Through data and graph analysis we have proved that our protocols can 

perform much better than the others. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Conclusion and Future Work 

 
5.1 Conclusion 
 

In this research, we propose three MAC protocols for centralized TDMA 

based VANET. Our protocols ensure fairness by evenly distributing all TDMA slots 

among the registered vehicles and reutilizes free or unused time slots by monitoring 

network. The proposed scheme maintains a balanced waiting time for vehicles by 

dividing TDMA slots into ODD slots and EVEN slots. By using “capture effect” and 

“time slot reassignment” mechanism, our proposed schemes achieved significantly 

higher throughput than other conventional TDMA based centralized protocols. Our 

simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed protocol in terms of successfully 

transmitted data packets, throughput, average delay and data loss ratio on overall 

road traffic network in different scenarios. 

 

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work 
 

In this thesis, for time slot reassignment, we have prioritized throughput to 

select potential vehicles. Other factors such as fairness, channel quality, speed of 

vehicle, data priority, etc., based prioritization may produce different performance. In 

this thesis, we have considered centralized topology to evaluate FAWAT-MAC and 

DRWA-MAC protocol; the evaluation of mentioned protocols in fully distributed 

and cluster-based topology still remains as an open research issue. 
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APPENDIX A 
Configuration of Sumo Simulator 

 
A.1 nodes_with_rsu.nod.xml 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<nodes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/nodes_file.xsd"> 

    <node id="H1N1" x="-1000.0" y="300.0" /> 

    <node id="H1N2" x="-500.0" y="300.0" /> 

    <node id="H1J1" x="0.0" y="300.0" /> 

    <node id="H1N3" x="500.0" y="300.0" /> 

    <node id="H1N4" x="1000.0" y="300.0" /> 

    <node id="H2N1" x="-1000.0" y="0.0" /> 

    <node id="H2N2" x="-500.0" y="0.0" /> 

    <node id="H2J1" x="0.0" y="0.0" /> 

    <node id="H2N3" x="500.0" y="0.0" /> 

    <node id="H2N4" x="1000.0" y="0.0" /> 

</nodes> 

 

A.2 nodes_with_rsu.typ.xml 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<types> 

   <type id="lane_3" priority="1" numLanes="3" speed="50"/> 

   <type id="lane_2" priority="1" numLanes="2" speed="50"/> 

   <type id="lane_1" priority="1" numLanes="1" speed="50"/> 

</types> 
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A.3 nodes_with_rsu.edg.xml 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<edges xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance” 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation = "http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/edges_file.xsd"> 

    <edge id="H1N1toH1N2" from="H1N1" to="H1N2" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1N2toH1J1" from="H1N2" to="H1J1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1J1toH1N3" from="H1J1" to="H1N3" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1N3toH1N4" from="H1N3" to="H1N4" type="lane_3" />                                                           

    <edge id="H1N2toH1N1" from="H1N2" to="H1N1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1J1toH1N2" from="H1J1" to="H1N2" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1N3toH1J1" from="H1N3" to="H1J1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1N4toH1N3" from="H1N4" to="H1N3" type="lane_3" />                                                  

    <edge id="H2N1toH2N2" from="H2N1" to="H2N2" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2N2toH2J1" from="H2N2" to="H2J1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2J1toH2N3" from="H2J1" to="H2N3" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2N3toH2N4" from="H2N3" to="H2N4" type="lane_3" />                                                    

    <edge id="H2N2toH2N1" from="H2N2" to="H2N1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2J1toH2N2" from="H2J1" to="H2N2" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2N3toH2J1" from="H2N3" to="H2J1" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H2N4toH2N3" from="H2N4" to="H2N3" type="lane_3" /> 

    <edge id="H1J1toH2J1" from="H1J1" to="H2J1" /> 

    <edge id="H2J1toH1J1" from="H2J1" to="H1J1" /> 

</edges> 

 

A.4 nodes_with_rsu.netccfg 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<configuration xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-

sim.org/xsd/netconvertConfiguration.xsd"> 

    <input> 
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        <node-files value="nodes_with_rsu.nod.xml"/> 

        <edge-files value="nodes_with_rsu.edg.xml"/> 

        <type-files value="nodes_with_rsu.typ.xml"/> 

    </input> 

    <output> 

        <output-file value="nodes_with_rsu.net.xml"/> 

    </output> 

    <report> 

        <verbose value="true"/> 

    </report> 

</configuration> 

 

A.5 nodes_with_rsu.sumocfg 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<configuration xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo.sf.net/xsd/sumoConfiguration.xsd"> 

    <input> 

        <net-file value="nodes_with_rsu.net.xml"/> 

        <route-files value="nodes_with_rsu.rou.xml"/> 

    </input> 

    <time> 

        <begin value="0"/> 

        <end value="10000"/> 

        <step-length value="0.1"/> 

    </time> 

    <processing> 

        <time-to-teleport value="-1"/> 

    </processing> 

</configuration> 
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A.6 nodes_with_rsu.launchd.xml 
 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<launch> 

 <copy file="nodes_with_rsu.net.xml" /> 

 <copy file="nodes_with_rsu.rou.xml" /> 

 <copy file="nodes_with_rsu.sumocfg" type="config" /> 

</launch> 
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APPENDIX B 
Configuration of Sumo Road Traffic Scenarios 

 
B.1 Scenario for 22 cars 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<routes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/routes_file.xsd"> 

 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car1" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="10.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="5.0" decel="5.0" id="Car2" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="15.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car3" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="20.0" sigma="0" /> 

   

  <route id="H1N1_F_H1N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH1N3 

H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_B_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH1N2 

H1N2toH1N1" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_F_H2N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH2N3 

H2N3toH2N4" />  

  <route id="H2N1_B_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH2N2 

H2N2toH2N1" />  

   

  <route id="H1N1_FC_H2N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N3 H2N3toH2N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_FC_H1N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N3 H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_BC_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N2 H2N2toH2N1" /> 
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  <route id="H1N1_BC_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N2 H1N2toH1N1" /> 

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="70" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="70" type="Car1" />  

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="70" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="70" type="Car1" />    

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="80" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="100" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="80" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="100" type="Car1" /> 

 

</routes> 

 

B.2 Scenario for 41 cars 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<routes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/routes_file.xsd"> 

 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car1" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="10.0" sigma="0" /> 
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  <vType accel="5.0" decel="5.0" id="Car2" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="15.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car3" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="20.0" sigma="0" /> 

   

  <route id="H1N1_F_H1N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH1N3 

H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_B_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH1N2 

H1N2toH1N1" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_F_H2N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH2N3 

H2N3toH2N4" />  

  <route id="H2N1_B_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH2N2 

H2N2toH2N1" />  

   

  <route id="H1N1_FC_H2N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N3 H2N3toH2N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_FC_H1N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N3 H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_BC_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N2 H2N2toH2N1" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_BC_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N2 H1N2toH1N1" /> 

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="37" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="37" type="Car1" />  

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="37" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="37" type="Car1" />    
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  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="40" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="40" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="40" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="40" type="Car1" /> 

 

</routes> 

 

B.3 Scenario for 61 cars 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<routes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/routes_file.xsd"> 

 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car1" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="10.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="5.0" decel="5.0" id="Car2" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="15.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car3" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="20.0" sigma="0" /> 

   

  <route id="H1N1_F_H1N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH1N3 

H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_B_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH1N2 

H1N2toH1N1" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_F_H2N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH2N3 

H2N3toH2N4" />  

  <route id="H2N1_B_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH2N2 

H2N2toH2N1" />  
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  <route id="H1N1_FC_H2N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N3 H2N3toH2N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_FC_H1N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N3 H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_BC_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N2 H2N2toH2N1" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_BC_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N2 H1N2toH1N1" /> 

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" />  

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" />    

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="31" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="31" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="31" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="31" type="Car1" /> 

 

</routes> 
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B.4 Scenario for 83 cars 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<routes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/routes_file.xsd"> 

 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car1" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="10.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="5.0" decel="5.0" id="Car2" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="15.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car3" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="20.0" sigma="0" /> 

   

  <route id="H1N1_F_H1N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH1N3 

H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_B_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH1N2 

H1N2toH1N1" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_F_H2N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH2N3 

H2N3toH2N4" />  

  <route id="H2N1_B_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH2N2 

H2N2toH2N1" />  

   

  <route id="H1N1_FC_H2N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N3 H2N3toH2N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_FC_H1N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N3 H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_BC_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N2 H2N2toH2N1" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_BC_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N2 H1N2toH1N1" /> 
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  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="17" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="17" type="Car1" />  

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="17" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="17" type="Car1" />    

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="22" type="Car1" /> 

 

</routes> 

 

B.5 Scenario for 102 cars 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<routes xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 

xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation="http://sumo-sim.org/xsd/routes_file.xsd"> 

 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car1" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="10.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="5.0" decel="5.0" id="Car2" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="15.0" sigma="0" /> 

  <vType accel="10.0" decel="5.0" id="Car3" guiShape="motorcycle" length="5.0" 

minGap="2.0" maxSpeed="20.0" sigma="0" /> 
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  <route id="H1N1_F_H1N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH1N3 

H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_B_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH1N2 

H1N2toH1N1" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_F_H2N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH2N3 

H2N3toH2N4" />  

  <route id="H2N1_B_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH2N2 

H2N2toH2N1" />  

   

  <route id="H1N1_FC_H2N4" edges="H1N1toH1N2 H1N2toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N3 H2N3toH2N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_FC_H1N4" edges="H2N1toH2N2 H2N2toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N3 H1N3toH1N4" /> 

  <route id="H2N1_BC_H1N4" edges="H1N4toH1N3 H1N3toH1J1 H1J1toH2J1 

H2J1toH2N2 H2N2toH2N1" /> 

  <route id="H1N1_BC_H2N4" edges="H2N4toH2N3 H2N3toH2J1 H2J1toH1J1 

H1J1toH1N2 H1N2toH1N1" /> 

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="12" type="Car1" />    

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="12" type="Car1" />  

  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_1" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="13" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_1" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="0" begin="0" end= "7200" period="13" type="Car1" />    

   

  <flow id="H1N1_F_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_F_H1N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="18" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_F_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_F_H2N4" color="1,0,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="18" type="Car1" />    
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  <flow id="H1N1_B_H1N4_FLOW_2" route="H1N1_B_H1N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="19" type="Car1" /> 

  <flow id="H2N1_B_H2N4_FLOW_2" route="H2N1_B_H2N4" color="0,1,0" 

departLane="1" begin="0" end= "7200" period="19" type="Car1" /> 

 

</routes> 
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